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ABSTRACT

We present a logi -based formalism for modeling of dialogues
between intelligent and autonomous software agents, building on a theory of abstra t dialogue games whi h we present.
The formalism enables representation of omplex dialogues
as sequen es of moves in a ombination of dialogue games,
and allows dialogues to be embedded inside one another.
The formalism an be readily operationalized and its modular nature enables di erent types of dialogues to be represented.

Formal dialogue games were rst proposed in philosophy
[2℄ and have re ently been adopted by designers of multiagent systems [1℄. They de ne a game between two or more
players, whose moves in the game are lo utions. The game
rules typi ally de ne what lo utions are permitted under
what ir umstan es, and what responses are possible or required. Abstra ting from the rules for any one game, we an
identify several types of dialogue game rules, as follows. We
assume that the issues of dis ussion between the agents an
be represented in some logi al language, whose well-formed
formulae are denoted by the lower- ase Roman letters, ,
et .
Commen ement Rules: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under whi h the dialogue ommen es.
Lo utions: Rules whi h indi ate what utteran es are permitted. Typi ally, legal lo utions permit parti ipants
to assert propositions, permit others to question or
ontest prior assertions, and permit those asserting
propositions whi h are subsequently questioned or ontested to justify their assertions. Justi ations may
involve the presentation of a proof of the proposition
or an argument for it, and su h presentations may also
be legal utteran es.
Combination Rules: Rules whi h de ne the dialogi al ontexts under whi h parti ular lo utions are permitted
or not, or obligatory or not. For instan e, it may not
be permitted for a parti ipant to assert a proposition
and subsequently the proposition : in the same
dialogue, without in the interim having retra ted the
former assertion. Similarly, assertion of a proposition
by a parti ipant may oblige that parti ipant to defend
it in de ned ways following ontestation by other parti ipants.
Commitments: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under whi h parti ipants express ommitment to a proposition. Typi ally, assertion of a laim in the debate
is de ned as indi ating to the other parti ipants some
level of ommitment to, or support for, the laim. In
a negotiation dialogue, for example, assertion of an
o er may express a willingness to undertake a transa tion on the terms ontained in the o er. However,
depending on the rules of the game, ommitment may
express merely that the speaker has an argument for
, and this is not ne essarily the same as belief in ,
nor does it ne essarily imply any intention to a t. We
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1.

2. DIALOGUE GAMES

INTRODUCTION

Re ent work in the design of systems of autonomous software agents has utilized argumentation theory, the formal
study of argument and dialogue, for modeling agent intera tions, e.g. [5, 6℄. In uential in this work has been the
typology of human dialogues of [7℄, whi h identi ed six primary types of dialogue. These were: Information-seeking
dialogues, in whi h parti ipant seeks the answer to some
question from another parti ipant; Inquiries, in whi h all
parti ipants ollaborate to answer some question to whi h
none has the answer; Persuasion dialogues, in whi h one
parti ipant seeks to onvin e others of the truth of some
proposition; Negotiations, in whi h parti ipants attempt to
divide up a s ar e resour e; Deliberations, in whi h parti ipants ollaborate to de ide what a tions to take in some
situation; and Eristi (strife-ridden) dialogues, in whi h parti ipants quarrel verbally as a substitute to physi al ghting.
The aim of our work is to provide a formal and generative
framework for representing the ve non-Eristi kinds of dialogue, as well as dialogues about dialogues. A more detailed
a ount of our work is presented in [3℄.
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tra k ommitments in publi ly-a essible stores alled
Commitment Stores.
Termination Rules: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es
under whi h the dialogue ends. These rules may be expressible in terms of the ontents of the Commitment
Stores of one or more parti ipants.
Instantiating these rules for di erent types of dialogue has
been a re ent resear h fo us: e.g. [7℄ models persuasion
dialogues. Given su h formal models of ea h dialogue type,
how do we then represent onversations whi h onsist of
multiple types? The only previous proposal are the Dialogue
Frames of Reed [6℄. These enable multiple types of dialogue
to be represented, but do not spe ify the form of the dialogue
utteran es, nor the rules whi h govern their formation and
issuan e. Consequently, Dialogue Frames are analogous to
tape-re ordings of human onversations, rather than to the
rules of syntax and dialogue used by the speakers in the
onversations re orded. Consequently, they an not be used
to generate automated agent dialogues, whi h our proposal
remedies.
3.

AGENT DIALOGUE FRAMEWORKS

In [3℄, we present a hierar hi al formalism for agent dialogues whi h has three levels: At the lowest level are the
topi s whi h are the subje ts of dialogues. At the next level
are the dialogues | information-seeking, inquiry, et | ea h
of whi h we represent by means of a dialogue game formulation. At the highest level are ontrol dialogues, where agents
de ide whi h types of dialogues over whi h topi s to enter, if
any. Our motivation for this stru ture is the Game Logi of
Rohit Parikh [4℄, a form of dynami modal logi developed
for representing games in multi-game ontexts.
We de ne an Agent Dialogue Framework (ADF) as a 5tuple (A L 0 CON ), where A is a set of agents, L is a
logi al language for representation of dis ussion topi s, 0
is a set of atomi dialogue-types, CON a set of Control dialogues and  the losure of 0 [ CON under a de ned set of
dialogue- ombination rules. These rules permit the following operations on dialogues: repeated iteration of dialogue;
undertaking two or more dialogues in sequen e; undertaking two or more dialogues in parallel; the embedding of one
dialogue in another; and the testing the truth of a formula.
Ea h formal dialogue in 0 [ CON is represented
in diG RG T G CF G ),
alogue game
form
as
a
4-tuple,
=
(
where: G is the setGof legal lo utions, RG the set of ombination
relations, T the set of termination relations, and
CF G the set of ommitment fun tions of the dialogue type
.
In [3℄, we explore the formal properties of dialogues represented in this framework. In parti ular, we show that the
framework enables the automati generation of ea h of the
ve, non-Eristi dialogue types we listed above. We also
onsider the question of the ir umstan es under whi h a
dialogue will terminate, an issue of on-going interest.
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4.

DISCUSSION

The major ontribution of this work has been to develop
a formal and potentially-generative language for dialogues
between autonomous agents whi h admits di erent types of
dialogues. Abstra ting from re ent work in philosophy and
arti ial intelligen e developing formal dialogue games, we

have proposed a meta-theory of su h dialogue games, and
used this as the basis of our Agent Dialogue Framework.
A se ond ontribution has been to provide a simple gametheoreti semanti s for ea h of these dialogue types.
We see a number of advantages of our approa h. Firstly,
the formalism provides a single, unifying framework for representing disparate types of dialogue. Although most work
to date in agent intera tions has involved some form of negotiation, other types of dialogue are arguably as important
to the development of full agent so ieties. Indeed, negotiations may have other types of dialogues embedded within
them. Se ondly, the use of an expli it representation for
the dialogue-type means that the nature of the urrent dialogue being undertaken is always known to the parti ipants.
Thirdly, our formalism is modular, so that other dialogue
types may be inserted readily into the framework. Similarly,
our formalism permits in orporation of spe ialized sub-types
of dialogues, for instan e, publi poli y debates over environmental risk assessment; these omprise a omplex ombination of aspe ts of inquiry, persuasion, deliberation and
negotiation dialogues in a spe ialized domain.
These three advantages are also features of Reed's Dialogue Frames [6℄. However, a fourth advantage, not shared
by Dialogue Frames, is that the ADF an be used to generate
automati dialogues. Also, be ause it is based on a metatheory of dialogue-games, the ADF enables us to use the
re ent work in omputational diale ti s in designing su h
games. A nal advantage arises from the use of a logi al
formalism, whi h permits us to study the formal properties
of these systems, for example, their termination properties.
The issue of parti ipant strategies in dialogue games
is another area potentially amenable to formal analysis.1
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